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Communication in distributed systems often relies on useful abstractions
such as channels remote procedure calls and remote method invocations
The implementations of these abstractions sometimes provide security prop
erties in particular through encryption 	

 In this work we study
those security properties focusing on channel abstractions We introduce a
simple highlevel language that includes constructs for creating and using se
cure channels The language is a variant of the joincalculus  and belongs
to the same family as the picalculus 


 We show how to translate the
highlevel language into a lowerlevel language that includes cryptographic
primitives cf 
 In this translation we map communication on secure
channels to encrypted communication on public channels We obtain a cor
rectness theorem for our translation this theorem implies that one can rea
son about programs in the highlevel language without mentioning the subtle
cryptographic protocols used in their lowerlevel implementation
The full paper will appear in LICS
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